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Effect of single electrons on the excited state
dynamics of rod-shaped Au25 nanoclusters†
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Yongbo Song c and Meng Zhou *a

The excited state dynamics of small-sized metal nanoclusters are dependent on their crystal structures,

while the effect of the charge state remains largely unknown. Here, we report the influence of single elec-

trons on the excited-state dynamics of non-superatom Au clusters by comparing the transient absorption

isotropy and anisotropy dynamics of two rod-shaped Au25 nanoclusters protected by organic ligands.

Two decay lifetimes (0.9 ps and 2.3 μs) can be identified in the excited state relaxation of Au25
2+ rods,

which are assigned to the internal conversion from a higher to lower excited state and the relaxation to

the ground state, respectively. With the addition of one electron, an additional 660 ps decay is observed

in Au25
+, which should originate from the presence of a single electron occupied molecular orbital.

Transient anisotropy measurements reveal a 500 ps rotational diffusion process in both the nanoclusters,

while the initial dipole moment orientation is found to be highly dependent on the charge state. These

results are of importance to understanding the effect of the charge state on the optical properties of

metal nanoclusters.

Introduction

Metal nanoclusters (NCs) that bridge nanoparticles and
small metal complexes in terms of their structures and elec-
tronic properties have attracted broad research interest.1–8

In plasmonic gold and silver nanoparticles, photo-excitation
will induce the collective excitation of conduction band elec-
trons, which gives rise to a single surface plasmon reso-
nance peak in their electronic absorption spectra.9,10 Ultra-
small gold and silver NCs, on the other hand, exhibit
single-exciton transition after photoexcitation, showing mul-
tiple peaks in their absorption spectra.7,11 With the advent
of atomically precise gold NCs with well-defined crystal
structures, it is possible to correlate their optical properties
with atomic packing modes.11–14 The excited state dynamics
of gold and silver NCs has received intense research interest
because it helps to unravel the excited state energy flow and
conversion.15–22 Based on a previous study, small sized gold
NCs (n < 50) are non-scalable and their optical properties
including steady state and excited state behaviours are very
sensitive to their structures, compositions, shapes and
surface protecting ligands.23 For example, the optical
absorption, photoluminescence and photodynamics of
spherical-shaped [Au25(SR)18]

q NCs are drastically different
from those of rod shaped Au25 NCs.24,25 Therefore, it is
possible to manipulate their electronic and optical pro-
perties via “molecular surgery” on these small-sized metal
NCs.26,27
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According to previous studies, the charge state can also
have a significant influence on the electronic properties of
Au NCs. Zhu et al. reported that the crystal structure of
[Au25(SR)18]

− is similar to that of [Au25(SR)18]
0 while their

optical absorption spectra and magnetism are very
different.28,29 Qian et al. demonstrated that the excited state
lifetimes of two [Au25(SR)18]

q (q = 0, −1) NCs were found to
differ by a factor of 103.24 The effect of the valence number on
excited state relaxation was also identified for [MAu24(SR)18]

q

(M stands for foreign atoms other than gold) NCs.30 Lee and
co-workers investigated Jahn–Teller distortion on 6-electron
[MAu24(SR)18]

0 clusters, which gave rise to the splitting of 1P
orbitals and narrowing of energy gaps.31 Knappenberger and
co-workers illustrated that [Au25(SR)18]

q NCs with different
charge states show different spin relaxation dynamics.32 The
structures and stability of a series of metal NCs can be pre-
dicted and explained by using a superatom model, and these
NCs have a closed-electron-shell configuration. Superatom
theory is used to describe the metal cluster that has a filled
spherical electric shell and major energy gap to unoccupied
states, wherein the properties of clusters, such as stability,
ionization energy, reactivity, etc., should depend on the
valence of superatom orbitals.33 The superatom model can
well explain the stability of Au NCs with a spherical metal core
such as [Au25(SR)18]

q, while it is not applicable to those with a
non-spherical metal core.34

Rod-shaped [Au25(PPh3)10(SR)5Cl2]
2+ (Au25 rod in short) is a

typical “non-superatom” nanocluster, which contains 16
valence electrons.35–37 The excited state dynamics of the Au25
rod and its derivatives have been intensively investigated.
Solvent dependent dynamics has been reported on the Au25
rod and it exhibits strong near-infrared photoluminescence
(PL) with a maximum at 990 nm and the excited state lifetime
is as long as 2.3 μs.25,38,39 Silver alloy Au25−xAgx NCs (x > 13)
were reported to show very intense PL at around 700 nm
(quantum yield, QY, is 40%) and the excited state lifetime is
7.3 μs.40,41 Despite this progress in the understanding of
photophysics of the Au25 rod, the effect of the charge state on
its excited state dynamics remains largely unknown. Recently,
selenolate-capped Au25 rod NCs with different charge states
have been reported,42 which allows for a comparative study of
the charge state effect on excited state properties.

In this work, we chose two rod-shaped [Au25(PPh3)10(SePh)5Cl2]
q

(q = +1 and +2) NCs (Au25 I and Au25 II in short, respectively)
as model systems to probe the effect of the charge state on the
photodynamics of “non-superatom” NCs. Although the Au25 I
nanocluster has a smaller energy gap than the Au25 II nano-
cluster, their nanosecond transient absorption spectra show
similar profiles and their lifetimes are comparable.
Femtosecond transient absorption isotropy in two Au NCs
shows different photodynamics. In Au25 II, the excited state
dynamics can be fitted by two decay components (0.9 ps and
>1 μs), which is explained by internal conversion from the
LUMO+n to the LUMO and the relaxation to the ground state,
respectively. In Au25 I, three decay components (0.8 ps, 660 ps,
>1 μs) were identified and the 660 ps decay was assigned to an

additional decay channel that occurs from the lowest excited
state. Transient absorption anisotropy dynamics in both the
NCs involves a 500 ps rotational diffusion process, which indi-
cates that the transition moment is aligned along the axis of
the rod-shaped nanoclusters. Different anisotropy dynamics
can be observed in the initial few picoseconds of two NCs,
which suggests that the transition dipole moment of two NCs
is highly dependent on the charge state. These results are of
great importance to understanding the effect of the charge
state on the electronic properties of “non-superatom” gold
NCs.

Results and discussion

As reported in previous work, the crystal structures of two rod-
shaped Au25 NCs are very similar, both consisting of two icosa-
hedral Au13 building blocks by sharing one vertex.42 The major
difference between two NCs is the alignment of the benzene
rings on Ph–Se ligands (Fig. 1a): in Au25 I, those benzene rings
are aligned in the same plane (blue dashed line); in Au25 II,
those benzene rings are distorted (red dashed line). Despite
very similar crystal structures, different optical absorption
spectra were observed for the two NCs (Fig. 1b). Between 300
and 800 nm, the two rod-shaped Au25 NCs exhibit similar UV-
vis absorption profiles, with a peak at around 450 nm slightly
stronger in Au25 II. Between 800 and 1100 nm, an additional
absorption peak at around 870 nm can be observed in Au25 I.
Based on steady state absorption, the optical gaps of Au25 I
and II are determined to be 1.2 eV and 1.6 eV, respectively
(Fig. S1, ESI†). The difference in the optical bandgap can also
be supported by recent PL measurements on two NCs, which
are centered at around 990 nm (Au25 II) and 1100 nm (Au25 I),
respectively.39 Based on previous theoretical calculations, the
presence of additional peaks (870 nm) in Au25 I should orig-
inate from an additional single electron occupied molecular
orbital (SMO) which lies between the normal HOMO and
LUMO.42

To understand the excited state dynamics, we first probe
the nanosecond transient absorption (TA) of two NCs dissolved
in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) using flash photolysis. Under
similar experimental conditions after 400 nm excitation, the
TA spectra of two NCs at 30 ns are almost identical between
300 nm and 800 nm (Fig. 1c), showing ground state bleaching
(GSB) at around 350 nm, 450 nm and 700 nm and excited state
absorption (ESA) at around 620 nm. The ns-TA kinetics probed
at 620 nm and the single exponential fitting convoluted with
the instrument response function (IRF) are shown in Fig. 1d.
The excited state lifetimes are determined to be 3 μs and
2.3 μs, respectively. The very long-lived TA lifetime of Au25 II is
identical to that of thiolate caped [Au25(PPh3)10(SR)5Cl2]

2+

(Au25 III in short, the TA lifetime is around 2.3 μs),25 which
indicates that the replacement of capping ligands on the waist
of the Au25 rod shows little influence on the excited de-
activation kinetics. Surprisingly, Au25 I, which has a much
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smaller optical gap (1.2 eV) compared to Au25 II (1.6 eV), exhi-
bits a slightly longer excited state lifetime.

In general, a smaller bandgap will shorten the excited state
lifetime (faster nonradiative process) of Au NCs with a similar
structure.43 Previous density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations on Au25 III indicated that the HOMO is aligned along
the z-axis of the Au25 rod while the LUMO is mainly contribu-
ted by the 6s orbital on the central Au atom shared by two
Au13 units.36 As a result, it is difficult for the excited state
energy to dissipate into the environment. Based on previous
calculation results, the LUMO of Au25 II and the SMO of Au25 I
are also contributed by the 6s orbital on the central Au atom.
Therefore, both the Au25 rods exhibit very long-lived excited
state lifetimes and similar excited-state dynamics in the nano-
second to microsecond time range.

The slightly longer excited-state lifetime observed in Au25 I
(3 μs) than that in Au25 II (2.3 μs) can be ascribed to the
different intrinsic radiative decays in the two NCs. Compared
to Au25 II, Au25 I exhibits stronger near-infrared (NIR) photo-
luminescence and a smaller absorption coefficient of the
band-edge transition, which will lead to a slower radiative
rate and longer excited state lifetime.24,44 Therefore, Au25 I
with a smaller Eg value shows a slightly longer excited-state
lifetime than Au25 II. In this regard, the photoluminescence
mechanisms of the two Au25 rod NCs are needed to elucidate
this point, which calls for further investigations in the
future.

Despite similar nanosecond photodynamics, different relax-
ation dynamics were observed in the femtosecond to pico-

second time ranges. We first look into the TA isotropy
dynamics by setting the pump and probe pulses to the magic
angle (54.7°) so that the rotational contribution can be ruled
out and only the population dynamics is obtained. Fig. 2
shows the TA data map and spectra of the two NCs probed
between 350 nm and 750 nm at different time delays with exci-
tation at 400 nm (3.01 eV). In Au25 II, the major evolution of
the TA spectra occurs between 0 and 5 ps: the ESA peak at
around 500 nm decays to give rise to ESA at around 620 nm,
which remains unchanged between 10 ps and 7 ns (Fig. 2a).
Such an observation is very similar to that of Au25 III which
also shows non-decaying ESA peak at around 610 nm. In Au25
I, similar evolution in the TA spectra was observed between 0
and 5 ps, while an additional decay can be found between
100 ps and 1000 ps. Between 1000 ps and 7000 ps, the TA
spectra remain unchanged (Fig. 2b). It is worth noting that in
the initial 10 ps, a strong overlap of ESA and GSB can be found
in the TA spectra for both the NCs. After comparing the TA
kinetics probed at 508 nm of the two NCs, one can observe an
additional decay between 0 and 3000 ps in Au25 I (Fig. S2,
ESI†).

To obtain the decay time constants of the two NCs, we per-
formed global fitting on the TA data and the fitting results are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. S3.† The TA relaxation of Au25 II can
be well fitted by two decay components (0.9 ps and >1 μs)
(Fig. 3a). One can clearly observe that the ESA intensity in the
first 2 ps experiences rapid decay and the ESA intensity at
around 600 nm experiences an increase at the same time
(Fig. 3c). With 400 nm (3.01 eV) excitation, the electrons of

Fig. 1 (a) Crystal structures of Au25 I (left) and Au25 II (right); dashed lines indicate the structural difference between two NCs; (color labels: Au =
yellow; P = blue; Cl = green; and Se = orange; the C atoms are in wireframe): (b) UV-vis absorption spectra of two NCs, solvent: CH2Cl2; (c) TA
spectra of two NCs probed at 30 ns; (d) nanosecond TA kinetics of two NCs probed at 620 nm and the corresponding fits.
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Au25 II will be excited to a higher excited state (LUMO+n),
which should experience a rapid internal conversion (0.9 ps) to
the LUMO and then a slow decay (2.3 μs obtained from ns-TA)

to the ground state. Such a relaxation pathway in Au25 II is very
similar to that in Au25 III reported previously,25 which suggests
that replacing S–Ph with Se–Ph on the waist of the Au25 rod

Fig. 2 (a) TA data map with 400 nm excitation and TA spectra at the selected probe time of Au25 II NCs; (b) TA data map with 400 nm excitation
and TA spectra at the selected probe time of Au25 I NCs.

Fig. 3 Evolution associated spectra (EAS) obtained from global analysis on the TA data of Au25 II (a) and Au25 I (b) NCs; TA kinetics probed at
selected wavelengths and the corresponding fits of Au25 II (c) and Au25 I (d) NCs.
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does not change the excited state dynamics significantly. In
Au25 I, three decay components are required to fit the relax-
ation dynamics (0.8 ps, 660 ps and >1 μs) (Fig. 3b). The first
sub-picosecond decay component is similar to those of Au25 II
and III. After comparing the evolution associated spectra of
the second (660 ps) and the third component (>1 μs), we
found that they have almost similar profiles and only the
amplitude changes slightly. Moreover, the ESA and GSB decay
together between ∼3 ps and ∼2000 ps (Fig. 3d), indicating that
no other intermediate excited state species was observed in the
TA isotropy signal during this time. Therefore, the 660 ps
decay can be identified as an additional relaxation channel of
the excited state. Such an additional relaxation pathway should
originate from the relaxation of the SMO lying between the
LUMO and HOMO. The schematic diagram of the excited-state
relaxation pathways for the two NCs is shown in Fig. 4.

Since rod-shaped Au25 NCs are anisotropic in shape,
we also performed transient absorption anisotropy (TAA)
on the two NCs to obtain the dipole moment change during
the excited state relaxation. The TAA signal r(t ) is calculated
by:45

rðtÞ ¼ IVV � IVH
IVV þ 2IVH

ð1Þ

where IVV and IVH represent the TA signals with the probe par-
allel and vertical to the pump, respectively. In the TAA data
map probed at different wavelengths and time delays of the
two rod-shaped Au25 NCs (Fig. S4, ESI†), we observed an-
isotropy that persists for a long time during the entire TA
measurements. The TAA spectra of the two NCs at selected
time delays (1–1000 ps) are plotted in Fig. 5. In general, the
initial anisotropy value at 1 ps is higher in Au25 II than that in
Au25 I at most probe wavelengths. In Au25 II (Fig. 5a), the an-
isotropy near GSB at around 700 nm at 1 ps is 0.3, which is
close to the maximum allowable value (0.4). This indicates that
at early time delays, the probed transition is almost parallel to
the transition excited in Au25 II. At GSB around 450 nm and
ESA around 620 nm, the anisotropy is around 0.1 at 1 ps for
Au25 II. In Au25 I, on the other hand, the anisotropy near GSB
at 700 nm is around −0.1 at 1 ps. At other probe wavelengths,
the anisotropy of Au25 I is smaller than 0.1 during the whole
TAA measurement, which indicates that there is a large angle
between the probed transition and the transition excited. In
both the rod-shaped Au25 NCs, the TAA signals decay slowly
and do not reach zero at 1000 ps.

The TAA decay dynamics can reflect the change in the
excited state population, excited state energy transfer and
spatial rotation of the clusters in solutions. We further plotted
the TAA kinetics probed at GSB around 700 nm and 450 nm
and ESA around 620 nm for two NCs in Fig. 6. The TAA values
at 10 ps for two NCs are summarized in Table 1. In Au25 II, the
TAA decays at 700 nm and 450 nm consist of a fast decay fol-
lowed by a slow decay. If we ignore the dynamics before 1 ps,
the TAA dynamics probed at 700 nm and 450 nm can be fitted
by a two-exponential decay (1 ps, 500 ps). The 1 ps decay
should be assigned to the internal conversion process, which
will lower the TAA value probed at 450 nm and 700 nm. The
second 500 ps decay should be explained as the rotational
diffusion of the cluster. In a previous study, the rotational
diffusion time of Au25 III dissolved in ethanol was found to be
1.3 ns.25 The rotational correlation time can be estimated from
the hydrodynamic relation:46

τ ¼ νη

kBT
ð2ÞFig. 4 The schematic diagram of the excited-state relaxation pathways

for Au25 II (left) and Au25 I (right).

Fig. 5 Transient absorption anisotropy (TAA) spectra of (a) Au25 II and (b) Au25 I NCs at selected time delays.
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where ν represents the particle volume and η is the viscosity of
the solvent. The viscosity of dichloromethane and ethanol at
room temperature is around 0.45 and 1.08,47 respectively,
which are consistent with the 500 ps and 1.3 ns rotational
diffusion times of rod-shaped Au25 NCs in two solvents. The
single exponential rotational correlation time (500 ps) indi-
cates that the transition moment is aligned with the long axis
of the clusters.

In Au25 I, on the other hand, the TAA kinetics probed at
700 nm and 620 nm experience a fast increase followed by a
very slow decay (Fig. 6b). The TAA kinetic traces probed at
700 nm and 620 nm can be fitted by a two-exponential func-
tion (1 ps rise and 500 ps decay), and the slow decay should be
assigned to rotational diffusion similar to that in Au25 II. In
Au25 I, the GSB around 700 nm is strongly overlapped with
ESA, which may complicate the analysis of the TAA dynamics.
One can observe the anisotropy value around 700 nm which
increases from 0 to −0.15 with a time constant of 1 ps
(Fig. 6b), which agrees with the 0.9 ps internal conversion in
TA isotropy dynamics (Fig. 3c). This suggests that the probed
transition (700 nm GSB) is almost vertical to the transition
excited (400 pump) at 10 ps in Au25 I.

Typically, the TAA signal only experiences decay, which can
reflect the relaxation of the excited states, energy transfer and
the rotation of the molecule. However, the transient absorp-
tion spectrum is a combination of positive ESA, negative GSB
and stimulated emission; a change in the amplitude of one
component could change the anisotropy value of another com-
ponent at the same probe wavelengths.45 Therefore, the
overlap in the TA spectrum complicated the analysis of TA an-
isotropy. Here, at 620 nm, there is less overlap and the ESA
dominates the TA spectra of both the NCs. We then chose the
ESA around 620 nm to compare the TAA dynamics of two Au25
NCs. In Au25 I, an increase (1 ps) in the TAA dynamics around
620 nm can be observed, and is absent in Au25 II. The increase
in TAA indicates that an additional ultrafast energy redistribu-
tion process (1 ps) should occur in Au25 I. The ultrafast energy
redistribution of Au25 I could arise from the (1) relaxation from
the LUMO to the SMO; (2) generation of a new transition
dipole induced by photoexcitation as a result of its paramag-
netic response. The detailed assignment of the increase in TAA
in Au25 I calls for further theoretical work in the future.

Conclusions

In summary, we have revealed the effect of singe electrons on
the excited state dynamics of “non-superatom” rod-shaped
Au25 NCs by a comparative study of transient absorption iso-
tropy and anisotropy spectroscopy. The relaxation dynamics of
[Au25(PPh3)10(SePh)5Cl2]

2+ is almost identical to that of
[Au25(PPh3)10(SPh)5Cl2]

2+, indicating little effect of the SePh on
the waist of the Au25 rod. With the addition of one electron, an

Fig. 6 TAA kinetics at different probed wavelengths and the corresponding fits of Au25 II (a) and Au25 I (b) NCs.

Table 1 Transient absorption anisotropy values of two rod-shaped
Au25 NCs probed at different wavelengths with a pump–probe delay of
10 ps

GSB at 700 nm GSB at 450 nm ESA at 620 nm

Au25 I 0.21 0.07 0.07
Au25 II −0.15 0.04 0.04
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additional decay of 660 ps can be observed in the population
dynamics while the long-lived microsecond decay remains
almost unchanged. TAA measurements reveal a 500 ps
rotational diffusion process in both the NCs, while the initial
TAA dynamic process is found to be highly dependent on the
charge state. These results provide new insight into the charge
state effect on the photophysics of “non-superatom” metal
nanoclusters.
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